
Manufacturer RINGSPANN has expanded its suc-
cessful FXR series with new high-tech backstops
featuring integrated positive torque limiters and
a mechanical release function. What makes them
so unique is the use of highly durable carbon
friction linings that boast maximum surface
pressure and, despite its compact size, make ex-
treme slipping torques of up to 140,000 Nm pos-
sible. These backstops particularly open new
prospects for safety and installation space opti-
misation for the design of multiple drives with
fast running shafts – for example in conveyor
technology.

The development engineers of RINGSPANN have realised
a technological leap in performance with the new FXRW
and FXRU high-speed backstops. They have managed to
double the load-bearing capacity of the new backstops
while maintaining or even reducing the previous outer dia-
meter (330 - 975 mm). This was made possible thanks to
the use of innovative friction linings made of carbon fibre,
which offer maximum surface pressure with outstanding
wear resistance. This allows the realisation of exceptionally
high slipping torques – in extreme cases up to 140,000 Nm
– in relation to size. The maximum slipping torque (MR) is
– besides the expected maximum backdriving torque – the
key parameter when designing a torque-limited backstop
in multiple drives. It specifies the maximum load at which
a backstop limits and takes effect to protect people and
machine technology. In other words: the moment when it
relieves peak torques and splits up uneven loads across
multiple drive layouts.

What makes the new FXRW and FXRU backstops from RINGSPANN so unique
is the use of highly durable carbon friction linings that boast maximum sur-
face pressure and, despite its compact size, make extreme slipping torques of
up to 140,000 Nm possible. (Image: RINGSPANN)
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More freedom for the design
The new FXRW and FXRU backstops from RINGSPANN are
high-tech design components for applications in gear -
boxes for multimotor drives. In freewheeling operation, the

centrifugal forces that result during the rotation are cause
the sprags to lift off from the outer track and ensure a wear-
free operation. The new RINGSPANN backstops are, for
example, suited to quickly secure running gearbox shafts

of the first and second gear stages. Like all integrated
freewheels of RINGSPANN’s FXR family, they also come
equipped with integrated positive torque limiters as stand -

ard. Particularly for designers of
multiple drive systems, this
means: since the new backstops
offer extremely high slipping
torques in a relatively compact
size, the safety standards of the
drive systems can be signifi-

cantly increased without taking up more installation space.
It even offers the potential for more design freedom – for
example regarding collision issues with neighbouring
shafts or more cost-efficient gearbox designs.

Why use torque limiting?
The high relevance of the positive torque limiter in RING-
SPANN FXR backstops is particularly evident in the multi -
ple drive systems of continuous conveyors. If one used
backstops without torque limiting, each gearbox and the
respective backstops, for safety reasons, would have to
be designed to be able to capable of taking up the entire
(!) backdriving torque of the conveyor system. This would
be extremely expensive and comparable to oversizing.
The RINGSPANN backstops with torque limiting resolve
this issue. The integrated positive torque limiter slips tem-
porarily when the specified torque is exceeded until the
other backstops engage in succession. This way the entire
backdriving torque of the conveyor installation is distri-
buted to the individual backstops and gearboxes. At the
same time, dynamic peak torques that occur during the
locking process are reduced, thereby protecting the gear -
boxes against damaging peak torques. The RINGSPANN
backstops with torque limiting furthermore enable the
application of gearboxes with smaller dimensions.

“A typical area of application for the new FXRW and FXRU 
backstops from RINGSPANN is in the multiple drive systems 

of conveyor systems in mining and heavy industries.“
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RINGSPANN GmbH, Bad Homburg, 25.01.2017

Essential safety elements
Backstops are part of the freewheel family and are essential machine elements when designing safe drive systems.
They are used whenever reverse rotation (e.g. of a drive shaft) of the operating direction is to be prevented. This is
the case for many machines and installations for technical safety or functional reasons. That is why there are legal
stipu lations requiring a mechanical safety device for the operation of conveyor systems, for example. A backstop with
centrifugal force lifting-off sprags runs wear-free in normal operation when freewheeling and the locking is carried
out through the intervention of sprags at the moment of torque transmission. Upon request by customers, RING-
SPANN supplies its backstops with torque limiting with factory-set slipping torque.

Another advantage of the new high-speed backstops FXRU of RINGSPANN
is that it has a simple mechanical release function. Thanks to this patented
release mechanics there is no need on leak-susceptible hydraulic release
systems. (Image: RINGSPANN)

These new FXRW and FXRU backstops from RINGSPANN particularly open
new prospects for safety and installation space optimisation for the design
of multiple drives with fast running shafts – for example in conveyor tech-
nology. (Image: RINGSPANN)

Another advantage of the new high-speed backstops
of RINGSPANN is that the FXRU version is available in
all sizes, and with a simple mechanical release
function. Thanks to RINGSPANN’s patented release me-
chanics, you are not reliant on leak-susceptible hydrau-
lic release systems. All this serves to make the
operation of the new backstops even easier and to re-
duce maintenance costs.

Thanks to the simple release function and the very ro-
bust design as a whole, the new high-speed backstops
from RINGSPANN are also ideally suited to dirty and
dusty operating environments. A typical area of appli-
cation, therefore, is in the multiple drive systems of
conveyor systems in bulk goods, mining and heavy in-
dustries. Here, the backstops protect the built-in gear-
boxes against overload damages at different points of
the installations thanks to what is usually a very un -
even distribution of the arising load in the event of a
reverse rotation – e.g. in the event of a shutdown or a
sudden emergency stop. They also protect the entire
drivetrain against dynamic peak torques.

Detailed simulations in advance
Prior to the development of the new FXRW and FXRU
backstops, RINGSPANN carried out detailed torque si-
mulations using modern analysis tools and intensive
rounds of customer surveys. This led among other
things to an optimised computation model, and to the
realisation that the desires of the users for robust and
user-friendly backstops with high slipping torques can
best be realised using friction linings made from car-
bon. The new RINGSPANN high-speed backstops are
currently available in a total of 20 versions for slipping
torques ranging from 3,300 Nm to 107,000 Nm.


